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The contest begins
Choose the right word to fi nish each sentence.

Activities
The answers are on page 40.

The day of the contest was 
........... and sunny.

long   cold   bright meet   watch   trick

cheered   laughed   helped heard   seen   done

The Sheriff got down from his 
horse to .......... the archers.

“That’s the best shooting 
I’ve ever ...........”

Some of the arrows didn’t hit the 
targets at all, and the crowd ...........

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Mixed-up story
Can you put these pictures and sentences in order?

The Sheriff got down 
from his horse to meet 
the archers.

Nobody saw the man 
in red again.

“I think the Sheriff 
needs another suprise.”

“You’re a better archer 
even than Robin Hood.”

A boy was walking 
through the forest.

The contest was in a wide 
field next to the castle.

The man in red’s arrow 
hit the Captain’s arrow 
and split it in two.

One after another, 
the archers shot at 
the targets.

“The Sheriff is having 
an archery contest.”

A. B. C.

D.

G.

E. F.

I.H.
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Who’s who?
Choose two sentences for each person.

A. 
He was 

angry with 
his soldiers.

E. 
He organized 
the Sheriff ’s 

contest.

B. 
He wanted 
to bring the 

silver arrow to 
Sherwood.

F. 
He asked 

the man in 
red to work 

for him.

C. 
He told 

Robin the 
contest was 

a trick.

G. 
He was 

angry with the 
man in red.

D. 
He made 
his skin 
brown.

H. 
He knew 

how to send 
a message to 
the Sheriff.

Robin Hood The Sheriff The Marshal Little John
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The day of the contest
Which three things can’t you see in the picture?

Robin Hood a castle

someone 
playing music

archers

a silver 
arrow

a town

targets someone 
dancing

horses the Sheriff
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Say why...
Choose the right ending for each sentence.

The Sheriff organised the contest 
because...

A.  ...he really liked archery.

B.  ...he wanted to catch Robin Hood.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Robin Hood won the contest because...

A.  ...his arrow split the Captain’s 
arrow.

B.  ...the Captain missed the target.

The Marshal was angry because...

A.  ...the man in red didn’t want to 
work for the Sheriff.

B.  ...the man in red ran away from the 
contest.

Robin Hood went to the contest 
because...

A.  ...he wanted to rob the Sheriff.

B.  ...he wanted to win the silver arrow.


